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มหาวทิยาลยัราชภฏัพระนครศรอียุธยา”



YouTube Channel
“English Teaching Program”



DLTV
“https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1SUOFk9_h300M1IzUXfQLg/featured”







Competency

ความสามารถที่เช่ียวชาญ 

พฤติกรรมในการท างานท่ีมองเห็น
ได้ สัมผัสได้ และวัดได้



The development of English competiency

competencyความรู้ 
(Knowledge)

ทักษะ
(Skills)

เจคติ
(Attitude)

คุณลักษณะ
(Attribute)

ประยุกต์ใช้
(Application)

ปฏิบัติ 
(Performance)

งาน/สถานการณ์ต่างๆ
(Tasks/ Jobs/ Situations) 

ผลส าเร็จ ผลลัพธ์ที่วัดได้
(Performance Criteria)
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%E0%B8%A8%E0%B8%B6%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%A9%E0%B8%B2/
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Warm up Activity

https://www.engvid.com/english-resource/50-tongue-twisters-improve-

pronunciation/

https://www.engvid.com/english-resource/50-tongue-twisters-improve-pronunciation/


How much wood 
would a woodchuck chuck 
if a woodchuck could chuck wood? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8nR9iROHDk&t=1s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8nR9iROHDk&t=1s
The Woodchuck Song _ Tongue Twister for Kids.mp4
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Conversation

Short conversation
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Dialogue



1. A : What’s Thongchai like? 

B : _______. 

a. He likes watching TV 

b. He’s smart and diligent 

c. He looks like a man 

d. He likes ice cream 
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2. Pam : I lost my bag. 

Mam : _______. 

a. Hope to meet you 

b. No problem 

c. Great, thanks 

d. I’m sorry to hear that 
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3. Jane : I will go to Pattaya this weekend. 

Joe : _______. 

a. Thank you 

b. That’s very kind of you 

c. Have a wonderful time 

d. Hope to meet you again 
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Joe : _______. 
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c. Have a wonderful time 

d. Hope to meet you again 



4. Linda : This is the present for your birthday. 

Windy : Thank you very much. 

Linda : _______. 

a. You’re welcome 

b. I’m sorry 

c. That’s right 

d. See you again
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c. That’s right 

d. See you again



5. At the bank 

Cashier : _______? 

Customer : Yes, please. I’d like to send $ 30 

to the US. 

a. Do you have money  

b. May I borrow your money 

c. Can I help you, Sir 

d. What do you want 
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6. At the Bakery’s 

Tim : I’d like to have some cupcakes, please. _______? 

Assistant : 20 baht each. 

a. May I help you 

b. How much are they 

c. How expensive is it 

d. What do you want 
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7. A telephone call 

Kesorn : Hello. 

John : Hello. _______? 

Kesorn : Just a minute, please. 

a. Could I speak to Penpan, please 

b. Is Penpan there 

c. Are you Penpan

d. Where is Penpan
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8. You see an old man falls down. You rush to him and say “_______”

a. Don’t fall for me. 

b. Are you all right? 

c. Give me a break. 

d. Have you seen a doctor?
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9. A student in a computer room is having a problem with his 

computer. He calls the technician and says “_______” 

a. There’s something wrong with this computer. 

b. Do your job. 

c. This computer has a problem. 

d. Fix this computer now. 
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10. If you want to ask permission from your teacher to go outside, you 

should say, ….…

a. Can I go outside? 

b. Will I go outside? 

c. May I go outside? 

d. Should I go outside? 
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11. Dang want to help his friend carry a heavy box. He says, “………..” 

a. May I help you? 

b. Let me help you. 

c. Shall I help you? 

d. I help you, don’t I? 
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12. Assistant : May I help you? 

Customer : …………………….. 

a. No, I don’t like it. 

b. Thank you very much 

c. Yes, I’m looking for a pair of trousers. 

d. Don’t mention it. 
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13. Do you mind if I open the window? 

“…………………” 

a. I’m sorry. 

b. Go right ahead. 

c. Yes, I do. 

d. Thank you 



13. Do you mind if I open the window? 

“…………………” 

a. I’m sorry. 

b. Go right ahead. 

c. Yes, I do. 

d. Thank you 



14. What does your father do? 

“…………………”

a. He’s doing a good job 

b. He’s very well 

c. I think so 

d. He’s an employee
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c. I think so 
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15. Tourist :……...in Chiengmai and this time? 

You: I think it’s Doi - Intanon

a. Were place is high 

b. where can I find a cold place 

c. Do you know how to go to the coldest place 

d. What is the coldest place 
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16. Mali teaches English in Nangrong School.

She is a_______.

a. teacher b. English c. janitor d. principal 
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17. We use a _______ to take photographs.

a. camera 

b. telephone

c. pipe 

d. canon
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a. camera 

b. telephone

c. pipe 
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Dialogue
At a department store. 

Salesgirl : …….1……..., madam? 

Miss Brown : I’d like to have a look at your summer dresses. 

Salesgirl : What kind of summer dressed would you like to see? 

Miss Brown : I want something simple for everyday use. 

Salesgirl : ….2…….., We also have some fine silk and beautiful mudmee. 

………3…….., madam? 

Miss Brown : I wear size 38. Please let me see some of that size in cotton. 

Salesgirl :All the dressed on this side are size 38. 

Miss Brown : I would prefer a short-sleeve model. I would also like the skirt to be 

full. This yellow dress in quite pretty ……….4……..? 

Salesgirl : The price of that dress has been reduced from 550 baht to 450 baht. 

Miss Brown : ………….5……………… 

Salesgirl : Certainly, madam. Please step in the dressing room which is just ahead 

of you. 
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Salesgirl : The price of that dress has been reduced from 550 baht to 450 baht. 

Miss Brown : ………….5……………… 

Salesgirl : Certainly, madam. Please step in the dressing room which is just ahead of you. 

1. a. What’s the matter b. May I help you 

c. Do you need me. d. What would you like to have 

2. a. Here come cotton dresses 

b. There you are 

c. We have many kinds of dresses 

d. Here are some cotton dresses 

3. a. What size do you wear b. Do you wear what size 

c. What kind of size do you wear d. What is your size 



Dialogue
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Salesgirl : The price of that dress has been reduced from 550 baht to 450 baht. 

Miss Brown : ………….5……………… 

Salesgirl : Certainly, madam. Please step in the dressing room which is just ahead 

of you. 

4. a. Does it cost much b. How much it does cost 

c. How much does it cost d. Can you show its price 

5. a. May I try it on? 

b. Let me try it. 

c. Can I took at it? 

d. Can I pay it now?
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Situation : Soo walks to the post office counter and says to a clerk. 

Soo : Good morning. I want to post his letter to Chiengmai. Can you help me? 

Clerk : ……6……….What you need is just a four baht stamp. 

Soo : …………7……..how long it will take? 

Clerk : Of course I do. Two days, usually. When the mail is extra heavy. This is not a busy time, though 

……8…... 

Soo : I know. It’s very good. 

Clerk : …….9……. We call it Express Mail Service or EMS. 

Soo : Can you tell me a little more about this? 

Clerk : This EMS is meant for someone who wants a fast service. It takes for one day. 

Soo ……….10………... Thank you so much. 

6.  a. I don’t know b. Just a moment, please. 

c. Certainly, I can d. Not at all 

7. a. If you think b. Do you have any idea 

c. Do you think d. I think so 

8. a. So I think your letter should get their in two days. 

b. So you can expect your letter to get there in two days 

c. So your letter should get their earlier than usual 

d. So you can be sure your letter will get there right now 
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Soo : Can you tell me a little more about this? 

Clerk : This EMS is meant for someone who wants a fast service. It takes for one day. 

Soo ……….10………... Thank you so much. 

9. a. Whatever you like, sir b. It may be what you like sir 

c. By the way, sir d. As a matter of fact, sir, there is 

10. a. I wonder it may be express 

b. That’s what I would call express 

c. I don’t know it is express 

d. No matter how express that is, you want more
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Situation : Robbery. 

Mrs. Black: Help! ……11……. 

Policeman : Please calm down, ma’am…….12……. 

Mrs. Black : I was walking down the street, looking for a taxi. Suddenly a 

tall man 

….13….my purse and ran away toward the corner. 

Policeman : …..14…...

Mrs. Black : He was a tall guy about 25 with dark hair. He was wearing a 

dark jean and 

big sunglasses. 

Policeman : ……15…….. 

Mrs. Black: Between the parked car and down the alley. 
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Mrs. Black: Between the parked car and down the alley. 

11. a. I am robbing b. I’ve been robbed. 

c. I’ve robbed a man. d. I will be robbed 

12. a. You look worried. b. I’m sorry. 

c. What happened? d. What are you doing? 

13. a. take b. took 

c. was taking d. had taken 

14. a. What is he? b. What does he look like? 

c. What does he like? d. What is he doing? 

15. a. Alright. b. You are a good person.

c. Did you see where he went?  d. I want someone to help me
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Grammar



Grammar
Tenses

Comparison

If clause 
(Conditional 
sentences)

Question tag Pronoun

Passive voice

Gerund

Conjunction
Relative 
pronoun

Modal verb

Preposition

Adjective/
Adverb



Tenses



1. For some times, John..................his paintings to the Asia Art Gallery. 

a. is selling b. has been selling 

c. has selled d. was sold

2. By this time next week, the winners................their awards. 

a. will have receive b. will have received 

c. will be received d. will have been receiving

3. We walked in the opposite direction as soon as we realized that we...............the 

wrong path. 

a. had taken b. were taken 

c. took d. have taken

4. By next October, that couple ..................together for 25 years. 

a. have performed b. will be performing 

c. will have been performing d. will perform
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5. They…....for seven hours when they spotted a sign that said “Guests.” 

a. were driving b. drove 

c. had been driving d. had drove

6. Mr. Dunford went to bed as soon as he got home. He............for ten straight      

hours. 

a. had been working b. was working 

c. worked d. had been worked

7. By the end of this month she expects to.........six chapters. 

a. be written b. have written 

c. have wrote d. have been written.

8. A : Stay and have some dinner. 

B : I’m sorry, but I must…………..now.

a. to go b. have gone 

c. be going d. have to go
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9. Ladies and gentlemen, the concert………….in five minutes. 

a. begin b. began 

c. had begun d. will begin

10. Hurry up! …………….for you. 

a. We all wait b. We all waited 

c. We’ve all waited d. We’re all waiting

11. Mrs. Somsri always…………….to school late. 

a. go b. goes

c. went d. going
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Comparison



1. It is expected that the average farm of the future will be………..than today’s     

farm. 

a. such efficient b. more efficiently 

c. most efficient d. more efficient 

2. The more you talk about the matte, …………

a. the situation seen worse b. the worse the situation seems. 

c. the worse seems the situation d. the situation seems the worse

3. “Harrison has a good pitching record.” 

“Yes, but Mark has……………. Record on the whole team.” 

a. the best b. the better

c. the most good d. an even better

4. “He has been taking the medicine now for three weeks.” 

“The more he takes….……….he becomes.” 

a. gooder b. the better 

c. well d. better
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5. Mike was not feeling well so we gave him………....to do than you. 

a. fever works b. less work 

c. little works d. least work

6. It is expected that the teaching method of education in the future will be 

........than today’s. 

a. such efficient b. more efficiently 

c. most efficient d. more efficient

7. She’s………….secretary I’ve ever had. 

a. as efficient as b. more efficient 

c. the most efficient d. efficient

8. “Today the cotton textile industry is ……...important for the economy as it was a    

century ago.”

a. so b. more c. as d. an
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9. Your book is _______ than mine. 

a. expensiver b. the most expensive 

c. expensive d. more expensive

10. Malee speaks English well. Melai speaks English very well. Malai speaks 

English _______than Malee. 

a. better b. weller c. best d. louder
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If clause



1. If I ……………. to Leipzig, I'll visit the zoo.

a. go b. went c. would go d. had gone

2. If it ………………, we'd be in the garden.

a. doesn’t rain b. didn’t rain

c. hadn’t rained d. would have rained

3. If you ………………. a lighter jacket, the car driver would have seen you earlier.

a. wear b. wore c. would wear d. had worn

4. We ……………… TV tonight if Peter hadn't bought the theatre tickets.

a. watch b. watched

c. had watched d. would have watched

5. She wouldn't have had two laptops if she …………… one to her friend.

a. doesn’t lend b. didn’t lend

c. hadn’t lent d. would have lent

6. You would save energy if you ……………. the lights more often.

a. switch off b. switched off

c. had switched off d. would have switched off
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7. If we had read the book, we ……………. the film.

a. understand b. understood

c. had understand d. would have understood

8. My sister could score better on the test if the teacher …………. the grammar 

once more.

a. explains b. explained

c. had explained d. would have explained

9. They ………… on time if they hadn't missed the train.

a. arrive b. arrived

c. might arrive d. might have arrived

10. I will go to school if it doesn’t_______. 

a. rain b. rains 

c. raining d. be rained 
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Question Tag



1. The couple are looking for an apartment,...........? 

a. don’t they b. aren’t they 

c. didn’t they d. are they

2. Bob rarely went home on weekend,............? 

a. didn’t he b. did he 

c. were he d. weren’t he

3. Let him come in, ………..? 

a. don’t you b. will you 

c. shall we d. do you 

4. They helped us with the homework, ……...? 

a. don’t they b. did they 

c. didn’t they d. do they 

5. Laws vary from country to country,…………? 

a. didn’t they b. don’t they 

c. doesn’t it d. do they
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6. Mr. Dang didn’t go to Bangkok, _______? 

a. is he b. does he 

c. didn’t he d. did he 

7. The three dogs are eating, _______? 

a. are they b. aren’t they 

c. do they d. don’t they
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Pronoun



1. _________ need to follow me closely.

a. You b He c. She d. It

2. Lewis, Luke and Thomas were cross because ________ had waited ages for the bus.

a. them b. he c. they d. it

3. I wonder why Geoff rushed off. Did you upset _______ ?

a. he b. him c. we d. they

4. Hold the bag please while I put the shopping in ________ .

a) him b. it c. she d. I

5. Melanie and I are going soon so you can come with _________ .

a) we b. them c. they d. us
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Reading
Finding topic

Finding main idea



Finding main idea
ต้นประโยค

กลางประโยค

ท้ายประโยค

ไม่ได้ระบุ main idea

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRkBFvQgTyQ&list=PLvj3qabKxCaripfP3dO-

d4NRhAg78jSIk&index=23&ab_channel=%E0%B8%A0%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%98

%E0%B8%A0%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%AB%E0%B8%A5%E0%B8%B1%E0%B9%8

8%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%9B%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%B0%E0%B8%A2%E0%B8%

B9%E0%B8%A3



Reading 1

More than three quarters of the world’s people wear cotton 
clothing. But this is not the whole story of cotton. The 
cotton plant yields many products, some of which may 
surprise you. Photographic film, varnishes, salad oil, and 
cattle feed all come from the cotton plant.

a. plants c. cotton products
b. cotton plants d. cotton clothing
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Reading 2

Fins are a great help in swimming. A fish pushes itself 
forward by moving its tail and tail fin from side to side. Its 
other fins help it keep its balance. They also help guide it.

a. fins c. swimming fins
b. swimming d. how to swim
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Reading 3

Owls are well equipped to do their hunting at night. The 
animals that they like best to eat are those that are active 
at night. The feathers of an owl are so soft that he can 
swoop down upon a mouse or a rat without being heard. 
The big eyes of an owl help him to see well even at night.
The topic of this paragraph is………….

a. owls b. owl’s food
c. owl’s organs d. hunting at night
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Reading 4

A baby elephant is the biggest of all land basics. It weighs 
more than two hundred pounds. It is about three feet high. 
The new baby is strong, too. Almost as soon as it is born, 
it is born, it can walk about.

a. elephant c. the biggest land babies
b. a baby elephant d. the strong baby
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Reading 5

Becoming a success as an actor is very difficult. There is 
plenty of completion. It also takes years of hard word to 
learn the craft. Only a small percentage of actors become 
well-known, but many keep trying to succeed.

a. the life of an actor
b. succeeding as an actor
c. what makes a good actor
d. competition world
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Reading 6

Making dictionaries is a job that never ends. The reason is that 
languages are always changing. New terms are needed for new ideas, 
so new words are formed. Old things develop and change, so that the 
old words receive new meanings. “Nice” is a good example. “Nice” 
once meant silly and not educated-just two hundred years ago. 
However, people’s feelings about the word changed very much-
although slowly Now the word “nice” means pleasing, well done, and 
attractive to look at. The writers of dictionaries have had to write 
many different meanings as the world slowly changed. 



Reading 6
1. The main idea of the passage is that…………

a. new terms are needed for new ideas 
b. languages are always changing 
c. the writers of dictionaries have to write different meaning for words. 
d. nice- is a word that has changed meanings. 

2. From the passage, we can conclude that…………… 
a. people’s attitudes change slowly 
b. word meanings change as time passes 
c. making dictionaries is an enjoyable job 
d. two hundred years ago, people were less polite than now 
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Reading

Inference



Reading 7

Whenever my friend’s daughter, Anne, practiced the violin up 
in her bedroom, their dog always sat at the bottom of the 
stairs and howled.  One day, Anne’s brother, Eric, had a 
friend over while she was practicing, and the dog was 
howling as usual. At the conclusion of the piece, Eric’s 
friend called to Anne, “Could you please play something the 
dog doesn’t know?”



Reading 7

1. Anne practiced playing the violin on the_______.
a. ground floor b. roof
c. second floor d. stairs
2. The writer of this story is_______.
a. Anne b. Anne’s mother
c. Eric’s friend d. Eric
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c. Eric’s friend d. Eric



Reading 7

3. The phrase “had a friend over” could best be replaced 
by_______.
a. invited a friend to come to the house
b. had a big argument with his friend
c. was talking to a friend on the phone
d. finished studying with his friend
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Reading 7

4. When Anne practiced, the dog_______.
a. always ran away
b. liked to sing along
c. usually got hungry
d. became very sleepy
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Reading 7

5. “The piece” refers to the _______.
a. tale b. song
c. animal d. meal
6. Who is Eric?
a. Anne’s brother b. Friend’s daughter
c. Anne’s friends d. dogs
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Reading
Guessing words

Using context clues



ขัน้ตอนการเดาค าศพัท ์

หน้าที่ของ
ค า

• ค านาม
• ค าคุณศัพท์
• ค าวิเศษณ์

ชนิดของ
ตัวชี้แนะ

• Definition
• Synonym
• Antonym

แทนที่ค า
ยาก

• วิเคราะห์ว่าสมบูรณหรือไม่



การให้ค าจ ากัดความ (Definition)

be called / be said
be defined as
be thought of
be known as 
mean/means
refer to 
be seen as 
be described as 
what's this mean is



การให้ค าจ ากัดความ (Definition)

Examples
1.  Lyrics are the words of a song. Blue 

lyrics describe everyday life. 

2. A premise is a statement of the 
relationship between a cause and a 
consequence.

3. People who study the stars are called 
astronomers.



การเดาค าศพัทจ์ากการใช ้punctuation
• Punctuations:

,……………….., --…………..…--

(……………..) [……….…..]

Examples:

- You can take an escalator ,or a moving staircases, to go down 
to the platform.

- I spotted a horde -or mass- of birds flying south across the 
inlet.



2. การกล่าวซ  าโดยไม่ใช้ค าเดิม (Restatement/ Synonym) 

or in other words that is that is to say

i.e. to put in another way

Examples

These two circles are concentric. In other words, they have the same 
center.

The ocean's salinity , or salt content , varies from place to place.



3. ความหมายตรงกันข้าม (Antonym)
but yet however although

nevertheless though even though

while whereas on the other hand

in contrast on the contrary

conversely in spite of despite

Example

Tim was talkative while his brother , Tom, was quiet.

An elephant is immense despite a mouse is small.



4. การยกตัวอย่างประกอบ
• as for example

• such as

• like

• for instance

Examples:

- Do you participate in one of the more popular avocation, such as 
jogging, tennis, or stamp collecting?

- When you arrange the condiment shelf , put the salt and pepper 
next to the paprika.



Context clues

Definition

SynonymAntonym



Practice



1.

Needle  and  thread  are  indispensable tools  for  a  
tailor; without  them  he  would  not  be  able   to  work.

a important b essential
c valuable d suitable
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2.

A person will become weak if he does not get sufficient food  
for his body.

a suitable b useful
c delicious d enough
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3.

She was wearing such gaudy clothes that it was easy to find  
her in the crowd.

a beautiful c torn
b too bright d common
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4.

Don’t just say you love travel; include a vignette-a brief story-
about your journey to Africa.

a excited trip c short experience
b short history d short journey
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5.

Do you participate in one of the more popular avocation, such 
as jogging, tennis, or stamp collecting?

a  hobbies
b  sports
c  movies
d  holiday
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6.

An elephant is immense, comparing to a mouse.
a huge
b  looked after
c  repaired
d  destroyed
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7.

Travelers needed food and shelter for the night, so inns were 
built and markets opened.

a living place
b  market
c  place
d restaurant
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8.

Since 1980, Somsri has put aside such a large sum of money 
now that she plans to London next summer.

a spend a lot of money
b  without any money
c  save money
d  find some money
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9.

He was once very popular but now his popularity is beginning 
to decline.

a  be know
b  go up
c  go down
d  change
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10.

He was disrespectful towards other members. That’s why he 
was sent off and penalized.

a. punish
b. hate
c. proud
d. arrogant
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was sent off and penalized.

a. punish
b. hate
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d. arrogant



Vocabulary



1. Janet, I’d like you to _______Dan. 

a. look at b. speak with c. chat d. meet 

2. An examination of the building while it was still .....................construction 

revealed that it was unsafe. 

a. under b. at c. during d. in

3 . Suteep always has _______ at seven o’clock. 

a. lunch b. break fast c. dinner d. food 

4. After her father died she has been deeply _______ for many years now. 

a. cried b. sorrow c. sad d. sorry

5. Its body is heavier and bulkier than man’s 

a. darker b. taller c. stronger d. larger

6. The street lights are usually turned on at dusk.

a. sown b. twilight c. noon d. sunrise
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A television set has to change the signals that are…….1……….to it into a satisfactory picture. 

So that it can …..2……up these signals clearly the set must have a good aerial. The better the 

aerial, the better the…..3……of getting a good picture. Moreover, if the set is able to ……4……. 

strong signals from the broadcasting station., any …..5……from electric motors in washing 

machines or other use hold …..6… should be ……7…...small, and much less …..8…… to spoil 

the picture that appears on the T.V. ……….9…….So, to buy an expensive T.V. set and at the 

same time get a cheap aerial is an example of false…….10………. 

1. a. transmitted b. submitted c. remitted d. admitted 

2. a. lift b. raise c. pick d. put

3. a. ability b. intention c. chance d. risk 

4. a. welcome b. include c. import d. receive 

5. a. disagreement b. interference c. opposition d. prevention 

6 a. furniture b. resources c. goods d. appliances 

7. a. relatively b. insufficiently c. considerably d. needlessly 

8. a. likeably b. likewise c. likely d. alike

9. a. lens b. frame c. screen d. face 

10. a. economy b. selfishness c. moderation d. meanness
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Paraphrase



1. His wife was too weak to lift the basket 

a. Although his wife was very weak, she could lift the basket. 

b. His wife shouldn’t have lifted the basket because she was so weak. 

c. His wife was so weak that she couldn’t lift the basket. 

d. His wife lifted the basket, so she wasn’t very weak. 

2. She would eat nothing but chocolate. 

a. She ate chocolate but didn’t like it. 

b. She ate only some chocolate. 

c. She didn’t eat anything, not even the chocolate. 

d. She wouldn’t touch the chocolate, but she ate other things

3. Somsri’s afraid she’s lost her keys. 

a. Somsri thinks that her keys are lost. 

b. Somsri lost her keys and she’s afraid to tell anyone. 

c. Somsri’s worried in case she loses her keys. 

d. When Somsri’s worried, she loses her keys. 
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4. I never want to see another film about space travel. 

a. I haven’t seem a film about space travel. 

b. I have enjoyed all the film I have seen about space travel. 

c. I am anxious not to miss the next film about space travel. 

d. I am tired of seeing films about space travel. 

5. I wish my sister had come to Pattaya with me. 

a. I am pleased that my sister came to Pattaya with me. 

b. I am sorry that my sister didn’t come to Pattaya. 

c. I hope that my sister will go to Pattaya with me. 

d. I am sorry that my sister isn’t going to Pattaya with me. 

6. I’d like to know more about the religions of the world. 

a. I like all religions in the world. 

b. I’m a very religious person. 

c. World religions do not concern me. 

d. I lack knowledge about religion. 
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TOEIC





1. TOEIC MASTER
แอปฯนีห้ลายคนคงมตีดิเคร ือ่งกนัอยู่แลว้เพราะเป็นแอปฯทีค่่อนขา้งครอบคลุมและครบครนั เพราะ

นอกจากจะใชฝึ้กท าขอ้สอบแลว้ยงัมเีนือ้หาในส่วนอืน่ๆใหไ้ดฝึ้กท ากนัอกีดว้ยโดยมพีารท์ในการ

ฝึกดงันี ้แบบฝึกหดั , ขอ้สอบ , ค าศพัท ์, จดุทีค่นส่วนใหญ่มกัตอบผดิ

2. TOTAL: TOEIC Listening Practice Tests
แอปฯทีจ่ะชว่ยฝึกทกัษะการฟังภาษาองักฤษใหม้คีวามแม่นย าทีด่ขีึน้ ใครทีอ่ยากดา้นการฟังขอ

แนะน าแอปฯตวันีเ้ลยโดยจะมทีัง้หมด 4 พารท์ Picture Description , Questions & 
responses , Short Conversations , Short Talks

3. TOEIC Test: Improve your score
แอปฯตวันีถ้อืเป็นอกีตวัทีค่่อนขา้งตอบโจทยเ์พราะมทีัง้ Reading & Listening ในแอปฯเดยีว

แถมยงัมพีารท์ตา่งๆในขอ้สอบจรงิมาใหท้ดสอบกนัอกีดว้ยไม่ว่าจะเป็น Photographs, 
Question Response, Incomplete Sentences รบัรองแคม่แีอปฯนีต้ดิเคร ือ่งคะแนนพุ่งแน่ๆ



4. English Tests
แอปหนา้ตาสสีนัสดใสตวันีเ้ห็นใสๆแบบนี ้แตข่อ้สอบขา้งในไม่ใสเลยนะนอกจากจะมขีอ้สอบ 

TOEIC แลว้ยงัมขีอ้สอบระดบั TOEFL และ IELTS ดว้ยโดยจะแบ่งควซิตามเลเวลความยากง่าย
ใหไ้ดท้ดสอบกนั

5. Listening Prep TOEIC Test
แอปฯโทอคิเวอรช์นัเดยีวหลบไปเพราะแอปนีม้ถีงึ 3 เวอรช์นัดว้ยกนั Listening Prep 1/3 , 
Listening Prep 2/3 , Listening Prep 3/3 ทีต่อ้งมเียอะเพราะเป็นแอปฯทีม่ที ัง้หมด 9 พารท์

ใหท้ดสอบกนัใครทีอ่ยากไดค้ะแนนเต็มแนะน าใหโ้หลดทัง้ 3 เวอรช์นัและท าใหค้รบ 9 พารท์

6. TOEIC Zombie
เป็นเกมฝึกโทอคิทีค่่อนขา้งสนุกและไดจ้ าค าศพัทแ์บบรวดเรว็มที ัง้หมด 3 ระดบั ง่าย ปานกลาง 
และยาก ( ซึง่ค าศพัทโ์ทอคิจะอยู่ในระดบัยาก ) มาเปลีย่นการจ าศพัทแ์บบเดมิๆมาจ าและฆ่าซอมบี ้
ไปพรอ้มๆกนั



7. Johnny Grammar
เป็นแอปฯฝึกโทอคิทีค่่อนขา้งสนุกอกีตวัหน่ึง เพราะตอ้งแขง่กบัเวลาซึง่ถอืเป็นขอ้ดเีลยของแอปฯนี้

เราจะไดฝึ้กท าเรว็ท าใหท้นัเพราะในการสอบจรงิเวลาหมดแลว้หมดเลยนะ ซึง่แอปฯนีจ้ะแบ่งเป็น 3
ระดบั ง่าย ปานกลาง และยาก โดยจะใหท้ดสอบโดยทดสอบค าศพัท ์การสะกดค า และไวยากรณ์

ส าหรบัภาษาองักฤษ ยิง่เล่นยิง่เพลนิจรงิๆ

8. TOEIC GAME
1 เกมคงนอ้ยไปส าหรบัการฝึกโทอคิ แอปฯเลยจดัใหค้ณุหนักใหเ้ลยจา้เอาใหห้ายเบือ่เชน่ เกม

ป้องกนัปลา , เกมป้องกนักบ , เกมป้องกนัหมแีพนดา้ โดยจะไดรู้ท้ ัง้ค าศพัทร์วมไปถงึทกัษะการ
เขยีนและอา่นภาษาองักฤษ

9. Toeic Test, Toeic Practice – Toeic Listening
เป็นแอปฯทีห่ลายคนรวีวิว่าจ าลองขอ้สอบไดเ้หมอืนของจรงิมากทีสุ่ดอกีแอปฯหน่ึง และใชง้านได ้

คอ่นขา้งง่ายแมจ้ะเป็นผูใ้ชม้อืใหม่โดยมพีารท์ใหไ้ดท้ดสอบกนัถงึ 7 พารท์ ขอกระซบิอกีนิดว่า

สามารถใชไ้ดแ้มจ้ะไม่มอีนิเทอรเ์น็ต

10. TOEIC Listening & Reading
แอปฯฟ รทีีร่วบรวมทกุการทดสอบไวด้ว้ยกนัทัง้ทดสอบการอา่น , การฟัง , ค าศพัท ์และบททดสอบ 
นอกจากนีย้งัมเีนือ้หาอืน่ๆใหไ้ดเ้รยีนเพิม่เตมิอกีดว้ยเชน่ ส านวนและวลภีาษาองักฤษ , TOEFL, 
IELTS หรอื TOEIC ขัน้สูง , ไวยากรณภ์าษาองักฤษ เป็นตน้



Facebook & YouTube

Facebook
1. Grammarvocab รวมทุกเรื่องราว 
เกร็ดเล็กเกร็ดนอ้ยเกีย่วกับ ไวยากรณ์
ภาษาอังกฤษ



Facebook & YouTube

Facebook
1. A Cup of English รวมทุก
เรื่องราว เกร็ดเล็กเกร็ดน้อยเกีย่วกับ 
ประโยคที่ใช้ในชีวิตประจ าวัน 
เกร็ดความรู้เกี่ยวกับค าศัพท์ รวมถึง
ไวยากรณ์ต่างๆ



Facebook & YouTube

APP or Youtube
1. The Standard podcast เป็นการ
ฟังเรื่องราวแนวคิดต่างๆ และมีค าศัพท์
ภาษาอังกฤษให้เรียนรู้มากมาย



Facebook & YouTube

APP or Youtube
1. TEDtalk เป็นการฝึกทักษะการฟัง 
ผู้มาบรรยายจะเป็นผุ้มีช่ือเสียง 
บรรยายแนวคิดต่างๆ พร้อมแชร์
ประสบการณ์ให้เราได้เรียนรู้ และมา 
script ให้อ่านตามได้ด้วย



Facebook & YouTube

APP or Youtube
1. Annoying Orange เป็นการฝึก
ทักษะการฟัง 

Annoying Orange hey apple (1).mp4




Good Luck! 


